
S A F E  H A V E N  ( 1 8 l b s . ) 
One 40" Safe Haven trunk, eighteen 46" limbs

1.  Position trunk upright where slits appear as “V” shapes.

2.   Insert one limb into outer V-shape and angle tip down slightly  
as you insert into V-shape directly across trunk.

3.   Ensure limb is fit securely through V-shapes on both sides of trunk.  
MossBack products allow you to create multiple limb configurations.  
Leave at least 4" of limb through on one side of trunk. See ideas below.

4.  Continue inserting limbs in trunk repeating first three steps.

Product needs weighting. We recommend our block adapter (sold separately)  
to easily attach a concrete block to our single products. 
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Do not place in swimming or boating areas. Check your local game laws.



T R O P H Y  T R E E  ( 1 2  l b s . ) 
One 40" Trophy Tree trunk, nine 46" limbs

1.  Position trunk upright where slits appear as “V” shapes.

2.   Insert one limb into outer V-shape and angle tip down slightly  
as you insert into V-shape directly across trunk.

3.   Ensure limb is fit securely through V-shapes on both sides of trunk.  
MossBack products allow you to create multiple limb configurations.  
Leave at least 4" of limb through on one side of trunk. See ideas below.

4.  Continue inserting limbs in trunk repeating first three steps.

Product needs weighting. We recommend our block adapter (sold separately)  
to easily attach a concrete block to our single products.
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Do not place in swimming or boating areas. Check your local game laws.


